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EUROLITE LED FLD-432 RGB 10mm Flood

Art. No.: 51913851
GTIN: 4026397297317

High performance LED RGB floodlight

The article is no longer in our assortment.
Description:
Bright as lightning!
All wine are not created equal, just as all lights are not created equal as well. The former is
distinguished between vintage, finish or bouquet. Concerning light, characteristics like color,
warmth and brightness are to the fore. Seeing the performance of our EUROLITE Flood Light
and its 432 LEDs, you will understand, that lights can be differenced from one another quite
clearly. Our flood light for example, can surpass its competitors in the field of brightness and
enlightens a DJ's backplane on stage with great colors. This device provides the facility ether to
enlighten all of its eight segments separately and in different colors or to let them shine in the
same color at the same time. Furthermore, this product can easily replace an conventional spot
like a PAR 56 and by doing so, saves energy due to its low power consumption. Ain't that bad.

Logistic
EAN / GTIN: 4026397297317
Weight: 5,30 kg
Length: 0.62 m
Width: 0.26 m
Heigth: 0.19 m

Features:
-

Equipped with 432 x 10 mm LED (red: 18 x 8, green: 18 x 8, blue: 18 x 8)
Manual, sound or DMX-controlled operation
Functions: static colors; automatic color change, 14 built-in programs and strobe effect with
variable speed; Master/Slave

-

On-bord control bord with 2 x 8 character LC-display
DMX512 control possible via any commercial DMX controller
Advantages of high-power LED technology: extreme light output, long life, low power
consumption, defacto maintenance free

-

Locking possibility at the mounting bracket
Ready for connection with power cord and safety power plug
Can be operated in 26 CH mode
Controlling by Sound to light via Microphone
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Technical specifications:
Power supply:

230 V AC, 50 Hz

Power consumption:

60 W

IP classification:

IP20

DMX channels:

26

Control:

Sound to light via Microphone

Beam angle (1/2 peak):

30°

Dimensions:

Width: 54 cm
Depth: 19 cm
Height: 13,4 cm

Weight:

4,75 kg

Light ouput intensity:

R 30000 mcd
G 30000 mcd
B 20000 mcd

Beam angle:

20°

DMX channels:

Max. 26

LED number:

432 (10 mm)

Dimensions (L x W x H):

540 x 190 x 134 mm

Legal specifications
Special product:

Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use:

Show effect lighting
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